DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

The manufacturer or his authorized representative established in the Community

BELL SPORTS INC
1 RUE NECKER — BP 15
42001 SAINT ETIENNE CEDEX1 FRANCE

Declares that the PPE described hereafter:

Make: GIRO
Model name GS93 MIPS— TERRA MIPS — JACKSON MIPS
Type: helmet for Alpine skiers and snowboarders


And

Is identical to the PPE which is subject of EC certificate of conformity
Nº CW/PPE/584/2018 issued by

Polski Rejestr Statkow SA
Al.Gen.Jozefa Hallera 126
80-416 Gdansk
Poland

Done in SAINT ETIENNE, France on April 19th, 2019

Marie-Pierre MOINE
European Operations Mgr
Bell Sports Inc.